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vovember 4, 1958

Dr. Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Dr. Wiener %
I

Thank you so much for your kind letter of

October 24th and the revised manuscript which

1 received yesterday. We are delighted indeed

that you have changed the text in such a way

that it has remained clear and stimulating

irrespective of any illustrations or drawings.

May 1 repeat that we sincerely appreciate

vour kindness and all your efforts.

ith best wishes from all of us,

IT
© vours,

U
»mndt. 3 D,

(for the Publication

Committee)



THE UPJOHN COMPANY
"INE PHARMACEUTICALS SINCE 1886

KALAMAZOO. MICHIGAN

November 4, 1958

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Professor of Mathematics
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

The Medical and Research people of The Upjohn Company have a program
of inviting academic people to Kalamazoo for lectures on recent advances
in the physical and biological sciences. The objective of this program
is such that we prefer speakers who present a talk on a subject that cuts
across a number of sclentific disciplines. I have now been asked to
explore the possibility of a talk on Cybernetics. In keeping with this
objective I would like to invite you to Kalamazoo for a talk on this
subject. I am certain that this particular topic would be of great
interest to our people in the physico-chemical, mathematical and physio-
logical sciences. Since you have cooperated in the past with scientists
in fields other than mathematics your presentation of a talk on cybernetics
would certainly be understandable to a scientifically heterogeneous audience.

As a possible time for your trip to Kalamazoo I would like to suggest
March 1959. Usually we have these seminar talks on Thursday evening, but
any other date you might suggest will be acceptable to us. In addition
to travel expenses we pay a small honorarium of $100.00. Kalamazoo can be
easily reached by airplane via Detroit or Chicago. We would be delighted
to assist you in your travel arrangements.

Sincerely yours,

HE UPJOHN COMPANY

(Vote. D. Mea 4
 -_

P. D. Meister
Product Research and Development
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 emo frome PRISMON
pr. horbert Wicner
iassachusctts Institute of Technology

November 4, 1953

Jear Dr. Wiener:

Let me add my word of pralse for your forthricht
Nr aaa or a | 1 Nrodlems ; oo apd enti ! A o~ ot 342xpression of the "moral problems of a scienticst'. You have said
{ in I em a mathematiclan) what many of us have thought and would
say 1 we had sufficient prestige.

The time has come for the intellectuals of the world
to unite but how rare is the truernintellectual- a person at once
highly competent in the world of ideas and fully sensitive to the
meaning of humanity.

Don't overwork. We want you around as longs as possible.

Fraternally,
i sal /

Jl

Social Selzsnce Dept.





T'his report describes a remarkably
basic invention which can greatly
enhance the safety of people and
property in a machine~-dependent
vorld. The single concept set forth
now makes physical equipment
capable of . . .
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tlectronics Division

Tn. 7

Flhovs'ooslZysiems,utilizingtheprinciples of
dynamic FAYLSAFE design, can now be built
~hich cannot possibly fail in an unsafe manner.

As man's dependence upon machine systems
continues to increase, and as the hazards of
machine failure increase, the development of
truly "fail-safe'' systems becomes imperative.
This technique for monitoring the output of any
operating system also proves the integrity of
the monitoring system itself; failure in the
performance of either operating or monitoring
system will cause appropriate warning or cor-
rective action to be taken. Duplication and
triplication of critical components is no longer
required. The FAYLSAFE technique is basic
and can be applied to alloperating physical sys-
tems; viz., electrical, electronic, mechanical,
aydraulic, optical, thermal, and nuclear.

SCULLY. SIGNAL COMPANY Melrose, Mass, U.S. A



_Widespread Reporting of
Scully FAYLSAFE Design Jl | |

PARTIAL LIST OF PUBLICATIONS
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American Artisan (5/56)
Automatic Control (2, 3/56)
Automotive Industries (3/15/56)
Boston Traveler (3/1/56)
Canadian Power Engineering (5, 6/56)
Chemical Engineering (4/56)
Christian Science Monitor (3/1/56)
Control Engineering (3/56)
Design News (3/15/56)
Domestic Engineering (4/56)
Electrical Equipment (4/56)
Electrified Industry (4/56)
Electronic Design (3/1/56)
Electronic Equipment (4/56)
Electronics (6/56)
Food Engineering (4/56)
Food Processing (5/56)
Fuel Oil and Oil Heat (4/56)
Fuel Oil News (6/56)
Heating &amp; Plumbing Engineer (6/56)
Hoosier Independent (3/56)
Industry (3/56)
Instrument &amp; Apparatus News (5, 6/56)
Instruments and Automation (3, 4/56)
[SA Journal (4/56)
Jour. Plumb., Heat., Air Condit. (4/56)
Master Plumb. &amp; Heat. Contractor (3/56)

Mechanical Engineering (5/56)
National Petroleum News (5/56)
National Safety News (7/56)
New England Equip. Dealer (6/56)
New Englander (3, 4/56)
Nucleonics (3/56)
Plumb., Heat., Air Cond. Wholesaler (4/56)
Popular Electronics (5/56)
Product Design &amp; Development (4/56)
Product Engineering (4/56)
Quincy Patriot Ledger (3/1/56)
Radio Electronics (4/56)
S.A. E. Journal (6/56)
Safety Maintenance &amp; Production (5/56)
Technical Survey (4/7/56)
Time (2/27/56)

i

Leading technical and news publications which have
reported on the Scully~Rowell technique of dynamic
FAYLSAFE desien.

Electronics Division SCULLY SIGNAL COMPANY Melrose. Mass.,, U.S. A
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| Background Information — quoted comments and excerpts

on Scully Dynamic FAYLSAFE DesignILL
FACTORY MUTUAL LABORATORIES,
December 2, 1953 (In Laboratory Report
No. 12551 on Scully FAYLSAFE Pilot Flame
Monitor, Model D):

"Its unusual feature is that there is no

electronic component whose failure would
cause an 'unsafe'! condition (false flame

indication). ... It incorporates in its design
a circuit checking feature that eliminates
the unsafe failure possibilities due to elec-

tronic component failures generally in-
herent in combustion safeguard circuits, "

(In subsequent letter, March 8, 1954)
'So far as we know, this circuitis the only

one which has no unsafe failure possibility
within the limits of our normal test pro-
cedure.

trols sometimes fail just when they are
needed. Monitoring of such control circuits
should be of great assistance in the pre-
vention of accidents caused by inoperative
safety devices and failure of control com-

ponents....Wewillwatchwith a great deal
of interest its future development and ap-
plication in industry and willdo allthat we
can to encourage the incorporation of this
method of obtaining real 'fail-safe' devices."

TIME Magazine, Science Section, February
27, 1956
"Watching the Watchman"

"As machines get more complicated,
quick-actingandviolent,theyaremore
proneto self-destruction if something goes
wrong. Some nuclear reactors, for in-
stance, can turn into radioactive junk in
a fraction of a second. To avoid such

misadventures, most modern mechanical
and electronic systems are equipped with
built-in monitors that watch their operation
and shut them down promptly at the first
sign of trouble. But if a vacuum tube or

relay inthe monitor fails, the main machine
is like a building whose night watchman
nas dropped dead. Trouble can start and

get out of hand with no one to correct it or

give the alarm.

INDUSTRIAL TEST INSTALLATION

Since November 17, 1954, an experimental
self-checking FAYLSAFE Flame Monitor
has been in continuous trouble-free oper-

ation, controlling a critical process boiler
in the industrial plant of a prominent
Cambridge ( Mass.) manufacturer. This
same installation, just prior to the use of

FAYLSAFE self-checking monitoring, had
suffered two major and destructive blow-
backs. The Scully system has tested and
proven its own operability over 96 million

times (once every second during the oper-
ating cvele) since installation.

"In Control Engineering, W. G.
Rowell of Scully Signal Co. and A, B. Van
Rennes of M.I.T. describe a method that

they have invented for 'watchingthe watch-
man.' The monitor as usual watches all

operations ofthe machine, but when every-
thing is going well, it does not merely sit
back and give a 'safe' signal. Instead it
gives a rapid alternation of safe and unsafe
signals. Unless this alternation continues,
proving that the monitor is alert and on

the job, the machine will shut itself off.
If any part of the machine fails (including

MUTUAL BOILER AND MACHINERY
INSURANCE COMPANY

Excerpt from letter from Vice Pres-
ident, Engineering, December 30, 1955:

"This new technique, in my opinion,
has great possibilities in our expanding
automation technology. I am particularly
impressed with the potential applications
to safety controls for we have found from

our insurance experience that safety con-

clectronics Division SCULLY SIGNAL COMPANY Melrose, Mass. U.S.



Quotations on FAYLSAFE Design

its readiness to shut itself off if the monitor

fails), the wide - awake monitor steps in
and stops everything."

TELE-TECH, March 1956

"The new technique is so basic in

principle that it can be applied to practi-
zally any type of automatic system

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, April 1956
ELECTRONIC DESIGN, March 1, 1956

"Completely fail-safe, the simple
monitoring circuit described here peri-
odically challenges an operating system to
prove it is functioning properly....This
is areal departure from the many so-called
'fail-safe!circuitsthatcanactuallyfail
in an unsafe manner....Increased use of

unattended mechanisms in this 'age of
automation' has createdagreater need for
reliable monitoring systems to take a
corrective action or give warning in case

something goes wrong. Mr. W. G. Rowell,
the author, developed a technique described
aere that virtually eliminates any possi-
bility of an operation failing without warn-
ing. The method is being made available
for licensing for those who can use it to

advantage."

"Few additional components are re-

Jjuired to change a conventional system
from an unsafe, static form to a dynamic

self-checking design."

POPULAR ELECTRONICS, May 1956

"Electronic Check and Double-Check"

!. . .how do we know that safety devices

are always alert ? After all, even electronic

watchdogs go to sleep sometimes.

" Scully Signal Company answers
his problem with a new electronic 'Fail-

Safe! monitor system that periodically
prods itself to make sure it's awake. The

circuit generates 'make-believe!emer-
gency signals at preset intervals. Ineffect,
it gives itself a scare to see how it res-

ponds, If it finds itself asleep or loafing
on the job, it sounds the alarm."

SAFETY MAINTENANCE, May 1956

"Ifthe self-checking system responds
oroperly to the simulated danger, it is
certain to perform when the real calamity
strikes."

HEATING AND PLUMBING ENGINEER,
June, 1956

"An Electronic Triumph -- An Electronic

Watchdog That Never Sleeps

CONTROL ENGINEERING, March 1956
"A BASIC ADVANCE IN SYSTEM

SAFETY: Here is a new and startlingly

simple approach to 'fail-safe' system
operation that goes back to the conceptual
stage of system design. It applies to con-
trol systems ofanytype and complexity ....
Best of all, for all its invaluable protection,
the new fail-safe concept calls for very
few extra components in most systems."

AUTOMATIC CONTROL, March 1956

"Duplication and triplication of criti-
cal components no longer necessary to
insure absolute fail-safe operation. New
technique is self checking....promises to
provide process instrumentation and indus-
trial controls with a new and higher level
of protection against hazardous failures."

". . .In the past, the term 'fail-safe' has

oeen applied to systems which are safe
from the effects of power failure. It has
also been associated with 'safe- start!
systems which. . . are agreed tohave many

possibilities of unsafe failure, yet have

Flectronics Division SCULLY SIGNAL COMPANY Melrose, Mass., U.S. A
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been approved by official testing labora-
tories on the basis that unsafe failure

conditions are inherent in electronic cir-

cuits and physical systems. This newly
developed and approved method completely
removes the possibility of unsafe failure
from any defined circuit or physical

system,"

"The apparatus to be herein des-
cribeduses a new sensingtechnique which

is inherently fail safe. ...This system is
essentially one wherein not only the con-
dition of the primary exhaust system is
monitored, but the monitoring system
itself is continually tested to insure it is

operating. The system is thus inherently
failure proof, since failure of the sensing
means itself, apart from failure of the
primary exhaust system, will serve to
actuate the standby system "

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY,
Commonwealth of Massachusetts

A letter of January 20, 1959, from
Mr. Anthony B. Mastronardi, Fire Pre-
vention Engineer, indicates the need for
reliable, truly "fail-safe controls and
shows the desire to continually upgrade
requirement. Commenting on regulations
requiring that automatic oil burners must
have "a type of combustion safety control
which shall shut off the oil supply to the
burner within four (4) seconds after plane
failure once combustion has been estab-

lished, " Mr. Mastronardi wrote, "We
have not been able to enforce said rules up
to the present time, but if there are com-
bustion controls which will accord with

these regulations, we shall, inthe interest
of safety to life and property, be obliged
to take the necessary steps to assure
compliance. "

AIEE SYMPOSIUM ON SAFETY, February
1959

Quotations from a talk by Mr. F,
Deziel of Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator
Company.

BOARD OF STANDARDS AND APPEALS,
City of New York

Amendment of September 14, 1956
recognizes and gives preference to equip-
ment of dynamic self-checking (i.e.,
FAYLSAFE) design:

"15. 2.1 The provisions of Rule 15. 2

shallnot apply toheating systems....when
such systems are equipped with approved,
fully automatic, self- checking electrical
safety controls which will shut down the
system or systems within five (5) seconds
following oil plane failure."

PROMINENT A. E. C. LABORATORY
June 195%

Statements from an A. E.C. report
on use of FAYLSAFE technique for critical
monitoring of glovebox exhaust svstem:

"A breakdown of the exhaust system
can, and has, resulted ina highly dangerous
degree of contamination of the enclosure
and surrounding area. To forestall such
breakdown, it has been customary to pro-
vide a dual standby exhaust system and
sensing means for detecting a breakdown

of the primary system and for activating
the standby system. The design of a suit-
able sensing system has in itself been a
considerable problem, since there must
be no set of conditions under which it fails

to detect the primary system breakdown.
Heretofore no such absolutely fail safe
sensing means has been available. ...

". . .As a result, an automatic interlock

circuit was designed. . . .For many

applications, this system provides a high
degree of safety by checking the amplifier
for unsafe failures during each call for

lectronics Division SCULLY SIGNAL COMPANY Melrose, Mass., U.S. A



Quotations on FAYLSAFE Design

1eat by the thermostat. It has also been
ceneral practice, due to lack ofsafer sys-
“ems, to use these simple interlock circuits
on burners that run continuously for weeks

and even months at a time. Obviously, the

legree of safety is greatly reduced inthese
applications.

vhat might be termed "relative safety'' or
"high degree of safety", without providing
\bsolute safety. . . .

"Every flame safeguard relay other
‘han the new continuous checking relay is
subject to a number of component failures
vhich simulate flame. Thus upon actual
lame failure, the shut-off valve would
*emain open and volumes of gas would con-
inue to flow. To minimize the possibility

&gt;f this happening, where possible, com-
onents of the relays have been lightly
oaded and in recent years the relays have
yeen provided with a 'start-up! check.
"he 'start-up' check performs each time
ind only at such times as an attempt is
nade to light a burner. All components
on the flame safeguard system must be in
rerfect order or the burner cannot be

gnited. This provides reasonable pro-
ection for burners that are operatedon an

on-off! basis and that are cycled frequently.

it is obviously inadequate for industrial
»urners that are operated continuously for
lays or weeks ata time, or where standing
Yilots are employed.

"To overcome this hazardous con-

iition, the 'continuous checking' flame
safeguard relay checks the components
ipproximately once a second. The check

 Ss provided by a continuously pulsing relay.
This pulsing relay pulls in approximately
once a second making and breaking the

lame circuit. If allcomponents are intact
ind in good working order it continues to
&gt;ulse. If a failure of any kind occurs the

oulsing stops and a shut-down occurs. As
1 consequence, any failure must be a safe

bne, This is an inexpensive addition to

he flame safeguardsystem that provides
maximum safety. As a result, it is being
videly installed by users of gas who want
romplete protection against explosions due
o flame failure."

"Considerable design and develop-
ment effort was expended to find a ‘method

of providing greater safety for these long
running applications, with negative results
untilthe Scully Signal Company of Boston,
Massachusetts developed an interest inthe

general problem. Their efforts resulted
in a simple circuit principle that provides
‘he highest degree of safety ever obtained
.n a control system.

", . .Themerits of this system were

so attractive to Honeywell that Honey-
well obtained a license from the Scully

Signal Company for a substantial sum of
money to use this principle ina combustion
safeguard system. . . .In summary,

straightforward design techniques were
&gt;mployed in the development of a product
design -- basedonthe principles developed
by the Scully Signal Company -- that we
believe sets a new standard of safety for
~ombustion control svstems. "

A. G. A. CONFERENCE, Philadelphia,
?enn., April 1959

Quotations from a talk by Mr. R. W,
West, Industrial Manager, Minneapolis-
Joneywell Regulator Company.

'. . .Another new and important product

to provide greater safety for industrial gas
burning installations is a new continuous

component checking relay. Many devices
designed to provide safe conditions provide

‘lartronics Division sCULLY SIGNAL COMPANY MWelrose, Mass.,, U.S. A

—— |__The New Concept
of FAYLSAFE System DesignJLT

Unique FAYLSAFE Principle

In one form of FAYLSAFE system,
a signal representing the normal (or "'safe'’)
condition ofthe operating system is intro-
duced to the monitoring system. The
nonitoring system periodically alters this
safe operating signalto produce a simulated
'unsafe" condition. The resulting output
&gt;fthe monitoring system is a continuous...
safe - unsafe - safe —unsafe. ... oscillation.

An alarm, or protective device, is em-

oloyed which is normally "on", and which
is held "off" only when an "alarm suppres-
sion circuit" receives the required dynamic
oscillating safe-unsafe signal. If the nor-
mal operating signal fails (i.e., becomes
unsafe), a continual non-oscillating "unsafe
signal will result and allow the alarm to
sound. If the monitoring system fails, the
'unsafe'' perturbation will cease and the

resulting continual "safe" signal will
ictuate the alarm.

Introduction
With thetrend toward mechanization

and automation, man is becoming increas-
ingly dependent upon the safe operation of
ohysical systems. Critical military and
‘ndustrial control systems must often be
monitored to determine failure in perform-
ance, and to provide immediate alarm or
corrective action.

Design engineers have long been
haunted by the fact that either the operating
system being checked or the monitoring
system itself may fail in such a way as to

indicate falsely that equipment is opera-
‘ing properly. Parallel duplication and
triplication of control devices has been
resorted to, resulting in increased bulk,
complexity, and expense.

By definition, the truly "fail-safe"
system is one in which absolutely no equip-
ment malfunction can occur within the

system without an appropriate monitoring
signal being given. This signal may be in
the form of a warning, it may shut down
‘he equipment, or it may switch in a standby

system. Operation of the standby cor-
rection system can itself be made fail-safe
oy the principle described.

In the past, theterm ''fail-safe'' has
oeen applied to systems which are safe
from the effects of power failure. It has
also been associated with 'safe-start"

systems which cannot be started if certain
system conditions are not met. These

systems are agreed to have many possi-
bilities of unsafe failure, yet have been
approved by official testing laboratories
on the basis that unsafe failure conditions
are ihherent in electronic circuits and

physical systems. This article shows a
newly developed and approved method for
completely removing the possibility of
unsafe failure from any defined physical
system.

The Scully-Rowell FAYLSAFE tech-
nique is essentially that of continually and
dynamically "exercising" the monitoring
system to prove its operability. The method
ls applicable to all types of monitoring
systems, including systems which may
stand by inoperative for extended periods
beforethe crucial need to perform arises.

It is important to note that a truly
'fail-safe' system must be dynamic (or
oscillating) in nature. For example, if the
‘safe’ condition of a system is statically
represented by a vacuum tube being "off",
‘his condition can be falsely indicated by
an "open" plate or cathode circuit; a

statically-closed"safe"relaycanbe
falsely indicated by a relay with shorted
contacts. Butan''open' tubeor a''shorted"

relay cannot oscillate dynamically to follow
1 safe-unsafe input perturbation.

lectronics Division SCULLY SIGNAL COMPANY Melrose, Mass., U.S. A



New FAYLSAFE Concept

To illustrate further, a man can fall

asleep sitting in a chair or laying on abed.
But if he is able to continuously move from

the chair, to the bed, to the chair, etc.,
it is doubtful if he is getting much sleep!
In like manner, the dynamic FAYLSAFE
system is prevented from ever going to
sleep.

plate circuit, This relay actuates the relay
armature inthe alarm suppression circuit,
causing the armature contact to alternate
successively between positions A and B.
[n position A, current IA charges the
capacitor joined to the relay arm. In
position B, current IB transfers charge
from the alarm suppression circuit to the

ALARM
ypremrnier

ALARM
OR

'ROTECTIVE
DEVICEMrLIFT

NP PTC

3 CONDITIONJONDITION
TO a LIGHT BEAM SENSOR

SENSED INTERRUPTER (photocell)

light beam) 0)

i 1

WW |r-
free-running

chopper)

ALARM RELAY
CIRCUIT

nust be energized
to suppress alarm)

JHARGE TRANSFER RELAY
(must oscillate)

FIG. 1. SCULLY-ROWELL FAYLSAFE LIGHT MONITORING SYSTEM WITHOUT FEEDBACK
External modulation of condition to be sensed

'Unsafe' Condition Simulation
Several methods are possible for

modulating the "safe operating signal to
produce the required oscillation condition,
and for injecting this perturbation into the
monitoring system. A basic form of
Scully-Rowell FAYLSAFE system is shown
in the schematic of Fig. 1. Here the
condition, or signal, to be sensed is a
light beam. An alarm or protective action
is desired if the light beam should fall,

Failure of the light beam is simulated
byamotor-drivenchopper. This periodi-
cally prevents the beam from reaching the
condition sensor or photocell, and produces
a checking signal modification ofthe beam.
The resulting pulses from the photocell
appear at the grid of an amplifier stage,
and periodically energize a relay in the

alarm relay circuit. By making the time
constant of the alarm relay circuit slightly
.onger than the period of oscillation of the
light beam interrupter, the alarm or pro-
rective device is held "off"

It is an important fact that the re-

lay arm in the alarm suppression circuit
must oscillate to prevent the alarm from
sounding. If the relay contact (which is
-he non -bridging type) stops in either
Josition A or position B, one or both of

he capacitors will discharge and allow the
alarm relay to close. Thus the oscillating
safe -unsafe condition must exist to sup-
ress the alarm.

It is also significant that the moni-
toring circuit of Fig. 1 is an open-loop
system, in that the oscillation is caused

“lectronics Division SCULLY SIGNAL COMPANY Melrose, Mass.,, U.S. A

Basic Principles

by a free-running externally-driven chop-
per. Later examples show how feedback
canbe used to generate the requiredoscil-
lation within the monitoring system. The
described FAYLSAFE principle can thus
be operated open loop or with feedback.

and both free-running and feedback modu-
lation of the light is possible.

Whenthe event to be detected has an

inherent and characteristic perturbation,
such oscillation can be used as the basis

HL ALARM
ORite)

DEVICE
-d

wb

ALARM {
UPPRESSION SinCIRCUIT | —

B -—AMPLIFIER ANC

SOLENOID
OPERATED
SHUTTER ;ONDITION

SENSOR
hotocell)

“I ALARM

RELAY

| CIRCUIT
|
I

CONDITION
TO BE

SENSED
light beam)

~EEDBACK TO PRODUCE
RELAXATION OSCILLATION

SYSTEM IS

FAIL-SAFE -¥
TO HERE '

(FEEDBACK-
"ONTROLLED

LHOPPER)

FIG. 2. SCULLY-ROWELL FAYLSAFE LIGHT MONITORING SYSTEM WITH FEEDBACK
Condition to be sensed is modulated by internally-generated oscillation

for self-checking monitoring. An example
is the FAYLSAFE system utilizing the
natural flicker in a combustion flame (U.S.

Patent 2,807, 008). This system can per-
form self-checking at the frequencies of
che fluctuating light, heat, or sound, which
range from 5 to 100 cps. Making use of

this inherent, failure -simulating pertur-
bation, afast-response FAYLSAFE system
can be constructed with fewer components
‘han would otherwise be required.

In Fig. 2 and accompanying figures,
FAYLSAFE operation is provided up to the
alarm relay contacts. If desired, the
.echnique can be applied to the alarm cir-
cuit and to the alarm or protective device.

A special relay "contact checking'' circuit
nas been developed for this purpose.

in Fig. 2, a light monitoring system
with feedback is shown. Againthe condition,
or signal, to be sensed(a beam of light) is
modified or modulated, but in this instance

by a form of relaxation oscillator which
drives a solenoid-operated shutter. The
modulated photocell signal oscillates the
relay arm inthe alarm suppression circuit
and causes the alarm to be held "off". A

failure of the light, the shutter, or any
portion ofthe closed-loop monitoring sys-
tem would cause the required oscillation
.0 cease and result in actuation ofthe alarm.

One of the simplest forms of light
monitoring system employs oscillation of
the light source itself, where this is
feasible. The complexity and slow response
of mechanical light interruption is avoided,

“lectronics Division SCULLY SIGNAL COMPANY Melrose, Mass., U.S. A
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SOLENOID-OPERATED
?LUNGER TO MODULATE

CONDITION SENSOR

| —0 115v Cc -—
- 60 -

ALARM
UPPRESSION

CIRCUIT
\ 0B
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ALARM
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j PROTECTIVEDEVICE
—.. FEEDBACK TO
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OSCILLATION

L ?

ALARM
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“our

"3K

‘ONDITION
TO BE

SENSED
‘water level)

FYI
12K

RELA

130v 75
SELENIU”

»
ar100+

3000

CONDITION SENSOR
float and electrical contacts)

RE.. .

TIRCUIT PERIOD OF OSCILLATION = 6 sec.

“1G. 3. SCULLY-ROWELL FAYLSAFE LOW WATER-LEVEL MONITORING SYSTEM
Condition sensor is modulated by use of feedback

System Examples
AFAYLSAFE water-level monitoring

system is shown in Fig, 3. The condition
:0 be sensed is water level, and the con-
dition sensor is inthe form ofafloat which
operates electrical contacts. The safe-
insafe oscillation is caused by the use of

feedback, resulting inthe periodic depres-
sion of the float by means of a solenoid-

operated plunger. With the circuit para-
meters indicated. the period of oscillation

S approximately 6 seconds. Since the
wwoyance effect of the water cannot be
alsely simulated, modulation of the con-
lition sensor, as in Fig, 3, results in a
omplete performance check of the moni-
oring system. Two other FAYLSAFE
iquid-level monitors are shown later in
his report: one uses a 2-arm thermister

ridge and the other a pump and flow detec-
or. Bothhave been operationally proven.

ALARM
OR

PROTECTIVE
DEVICE

AMPLIFIER ALARM
‘ND RELAY SUPPRESSION

CIRCUIT CIRCUIT
Sterling
C12136)

nos

CONDITION
TO BE

SENSED CONDITION i
flame) SENSOR NEGATIVE | |

{flame probe) D-C SIGNAL | BSN SELF
= (with flame) | B @ -—r i L —

A an } 4

470K
L pu Spf 240V .
5 Sony £ AC == &lt;2K 60 cps i50 cps | SOURCE &lt; Pel

~ 4 a

rrepma

‘LARM
"ZLAY
‘Allied
Aontrol
POYS-
11592

FIG. 4. SCULLY-ROWELL FAYLSAFE FLAME MONITORING SYSTEM
Condition csenc&lt;or output ic modulated by use of feedback
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System Examples

A FAYLSAFE flame monitoring sys-
tem which has been tested extensively is
shown in Fig. 4. Here feedback is employed
to modulate the output of the condition
sensor, a form of rectifying flame probe,
I'he resulting waveforms are shown in Fig,
5, and these represent the basic nature of
serformance of many Scully-Rowell FAYL.-
SAFE systems. The rectifying action of
a flame causes the flame probe shown to

produce a negative d-c signalwhen it is in
contact with a flame that is excited with a

high-voltage a-c signal. Feedback control-
led oscillation causes the flame probe
signal to be periodically connected to the
amplifier grid to bias the tube "off"

ALARM AND MONITORING
SYSTEMS TURNED “ON

-C FLAME y

SIGNAL
* -)

iRID CIRCUIT
WAVEFORM 7 pullin

drop-out

FLAME SIGNAL
YELAY CONTACTS

“~losed
open

ALARM
SUPPRESSION

CIRCUIT
NAVEFORM

i-¢ supply
voltage

ALARM RELAY
WAVEFORM

drop-out

The flame monitoring system of Fig.
4 is totally ''fail-safe'' even though the
output of the condition sensor is modulated.
Full protection results from the fact that
there is no way in which the flame probe

can falsely generate a negative d-c signal.
A short circuit to ground could not bias
the amplifier "off". Short circuiting of

ALARM RELAY
"ONTACTS

nen

Tineer

 ~~

FIG. 5. TYPICAL WAVEFORMS OF SCULLY-ROWELL
FLAME MONITORING SYSTEM OF FIG. 4.

TABLE 1. WIDE RANGE OF BASIC MONITORING APPLICATIONS FOR SCULLY-ROWELL FAYLSAFE TECHNIQUE

NIT TYPICAL METHODS OF MODULATION

Light Interrupting light beam, switching photocell output, modulating light source

Opacity Interrupting light beam, switching photocell output, modulating light source

Heat I Heating coil, radiation source, insulating shutter

Sound ' Sound source, sound-proof shutter

“lame Light shutter, cell or probe output switching, heat source

Radioactivity Radiation shield. switching output of fail-safe radiation detector

—

Photocell

Light and photocell

Bimetal switch
or thermocouple

Microphone

2hotocell or flame probe

ionization chamber,
scintillation counter

)iaphram-type straingage
transducer, piezo electric
‘rystal
)'Arsonval movement, elec-
Tonic measuring circuit

Relay, current-triggered cre Periodic short or open, resistance modulation
Float and electrical contacts ' Water-level modulation, periodic float depression

Force or Pressure

ee——————

Modulated pressure piston, diaphragm or crystal modulation bv mechanical
or electromechanical means

Inout switching or modulationCurrent or Voltage

Circuit continuity

Fluid level

Etc.

“lactronics Division sCULLY SIGNAL COMPANY Melrose, Mass., U.S. A



New FAYLSAFE Concept

the a-c supply could not produce a signal
to whichthe shaded-pole d-c relay in the
amplifier plate would respond.

surveillance of combustion control systems
and in the control of nuclear reactors, an

extremely high monitoring frequency may
be necessary. The principle, however,
ls flexible enough to encompass all such
situations.

General Considerations

The wide range ofapplications ofthe
Scully-RowellFAYLSAFEtechniqueis
shown in Table 1. The design approach
has already been applied successfully to
fire-detection systems, thermostat con-
trols, intrusion alarms, andvarious types
of photocell devices and liquid level con-
trols. In several applications, it has been
possible to make an existing industrial
controller, having twelve or more unsafe
failures, fully "fail-safe' by the addition
of a few resistors and capacitors. In one

instance, the FAYLSAFE system had fewer
components than its unsafe counterpart.

The illustrative FAYLSAFE systems
have been built up with such well-known

components as relays and vacuum tubes.

Equivalent components such as diodes, gas
tubes, magnetic amplifiers, andtransistors
can also be employed to reduce equipment

size, increase frequency of oscillation,
extend system operating life, etc. Figure
3, for example, shows a simple form of
FAYLSAFE temperature monitoring sys-
tem requiring no vacuum tubes. An ac-

cessory heater modulates the bimetallic

MONITORED
HEAT SOURCE

y 1)

ALARM
SUPPRESSION

CIRCUIT

 an

ALARM
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PROTECTIVE
DEVICE

Hy J
IX

{IMETALLIC
STRIP

ro

ALAPY
mE AY

2
Cy

H
5
2

F1G. 6. SCULLY-ROWELL FAYLSAFE TEMPERATURE MONITORING SYSTEM

The frequency of oscillation of FAYL:™
SAFE monitoring system is governed by
the speed with which alarm must be given
following failure of the condition to be
sensed. The safe-unsafe oscillation period
must be slightly shorter thanthe maximum
allowable alarm lag which, inturn, defines
the discharge time-constant of the capa-
citor in the alarm relay circuit. The
monitoring of security systems and slow-
acting processes may require only one
oscillation everv several minutes. In the

sensing element to prove its operability,
causing the alarm suppression circuit to
restrain the alarm in the usual manner.

The method for generating or simu-
lating the "unsafe" condition and the point
where this condition is injected into the
monitoring system can be seen to depend

iponthe particular application. In general,
che unsafe perturbation must be introduced

early enough in the monitoring system to
affect all components that could possibly

Zlectronics Division SCULLY SIGNAL COMPANY Melrose. Mass. U. S

Conversion to FAYLSAFE

fail in an unsafe manner. The monitoring

system is simplified, however, if the input
transducer is inherently ''fail -safe', as
in Fig. 4, making it unnecessary to gene-
rate physically the unsafe condition to be
sensed.

close. But theseturn outto be elementary
and inadequate precautions.

The industrial monitoring circuit in
Fig 7, having only 12 components (4 re-
sistors, 3 capacitors, 2 vacuum tubes, 1
transformer, 1 photocell, and 1 relay),
contains at least nine(9) unsafe component
failures which will not sound the warning
alarm and, even worse, will make the

monitoring circuit insensitive to loss of
the monitored light signal. This willcreate
a. condition of runaway, unmonitored oper-
ation and a false indication of safety. The
‘ollowing unsafe conditions are present:

Fail-safe system monitoring can be
ased to maintain quantitative control, as
well as to check a simple "on" or "off"

condition. Circuits can be used that are

sensitiveto signals of specific magnitude.
While Figs. 1, 2, and 4 deal with on-off
situations, Fig. 3 shows a quantitative con-
trol of water-level, with the control limit

being determined by contact position. Both
high-water and low-water controlcould be
provided by using two monitored float sys-
tems.

(1) open transformer winding
(2) leakage of a few thousand ohms

[or short circuit) across series

input resistor
open circuit in input shunt re-
sistor
spen circuit in first-stage cathode
open circuit in first-stage plate
loss of cathode emission in first-

stage amplifier
short circuit across second-

stage input resistor
grid-to-cathode short circuit in
second-stage amplifier
plate-to-cathode short circuit in
second-stage amplifier

Any one of these failure conditions
will lock the monitoring circuit of Fig. 7 in
a static and false ''safe'’ condition, making
the monitor insensitive to the unsafe input
signal it has been entrusted to detect.

Conversion from Unsafe to FAYLSAFE

Application of the dynamic FAYL-
SAFE technique to a conventional industrial
monitoring circuit is illustratedinFigs.7
and 8. Figure 7 shows the monitoring
circuit of a widely-used flame-failure safe-
guard which is today entrusted with the
protection of billions of dollars worth of
commercial and industrial propoertv.

A photo-voltaic cell is used to detect
the luminous flame and produce a negative
grid bias signal. The presence of flame
produces a static ''safe'' condition, withthe
first-stage amplifier biased "off", and the
second-stage amplifier held "on". Plate
current inthe second-stage amplifier holds
the alarm relay ''open' to suppress the
alarm signal.

Certain conventional and so-called

"fail-safe'' design practices havebeenused
in this circuit: failure of the photocell to
generate current would result in the alarm
sounding; and an open-circuit in the relay
350lenoid would allow the alarm relay to

The conversion from unsafe to FAYL-

SAFE monitoring involves only the slight
circuit alteration shown in Fig. 8. This
modification converts the circuit to a

dynamic, pulsating, self-checking design,
and eliminates all unsafe failure possi-
pilities within the monitoring circuit itself.
The added components include 1 rectifier,

Slartranice Divicion SCULLY SIGNAL COMPANY Melrose. Mass... U.S. A



New FAYLSAFE Concept

l relay (double pole), 1 resistor, and 1
capacitor.

desiredto shut down the process only when
the process itselfbecomes unsafe, and not
when the monitoring system ceases to
{unction properly. Witha slight modifica-
.ion of the FAYLSAFE systems described
above, nuisance shutdowns can be com-

Jletely avoided.

An additional test cycle is merely
added to the normal oscillating test pro-
gram. Should the checking oscillation cease

momentarily, a simulated safe signal is
introduced at the input to the monitor. If
the monitoring system does not respond to
this input, it is clear that the monitoring
system itself has failed, the process can
pe allowed to continue, and an '‘alert "

signal sounded or a standby monitor
switched in.

If the monitoring system responds
properly tothe simulated safe input signal,
it is clear that the normal, safe input
condition has disappeared and the process
should be immediately shut down. Where
high-speed monitoring control is required,
this supplementary failure discrimination
canbe performed in approximately a single
period of the normal checking oscillation.

The modified FAYLSAFE circuit of

Fig. 8 canbe built within the same housing
as the unsafe circuit in Fig. 7. The cost
of the few added components is small in
terms of the added safety provided, and is
certainly much less costly than the dupli-
cation and triplication of monitoring sys-
tems. Other forms of non-electronic safety
controls are also found to require only
minor modification in the switch to

ultimate-reliability FAYLSAFE design.

Failure Discrimination

The FAYLSAFE control systems
described thus far will, without fail, pro-
vide an output indication if either the safe

monitored signal fails or the monitoring
system itself loses its capability to respond
to an unsafe input signal. The "alarm"
signal produced can then be used to shut
down the monitored system in a safe
manner.

In the control of large and costly
industrial processes, for example, it is

Failure Descrimination

_ Loan)

Lo Foto
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FIG. 7. WIDELY-USED FLAME FAILURE SAFEGUARD
Nine (9) unsafe failures indicated
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FIG. 8. DYNAMIC SCULLY-ROWELL FAYLSAFE CIRCUIT
All unsafe failures eliminated
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lu S. Patents Issued on FAYLSAFE TechniqueFEF |

Additional foreign patents have issued, and both U.S. and foreign patents are pending.

SEA Few of the FAYLSAFE Product Applications
Shown in Issued U.S. PatentsSLE

LIGHT OR INTRUSION MONITORING.

COMBUSTION FLAME MONITORING  ee—————an

Breadth of coverage: There are 139 allowed claims in the 6 issued U.S. Patents below
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FAYLSAFE Equipment In Action

An early FAYLSAFE test installation in operation at Polaroid
Corporation plant since November 17, 1954. Scully system
corrected serious blow-back condition, and has checked its
own operability over 96 million times (once every second

during the operating cycle) since its installation.

Operating demonstration model of FAYLSAFE monitoring
circuit allows failure conditions to be created; all failure
conditions are immediately detected and a warning alarm
given. Sponsor Frank P. Scully (left) and inventor William
G. Rowell (right).

To test reliability and operating life of checking relays, two
Jd-c relays (one hinged armature and one spring-bias armature,
both without protective case) havebeen actuating one another
at continuous 4-cps rate since May 1953; i.e., over 70 billion
cycles, equivalent to 25 years of continuous once-a-second
circuit-checking.

"artraniece Divielnan SCULLY SIGNAL

nn

) FAYLSAFE high fluid- level detector (tank fill control)
prevents over-fillingofliquidstoragetanks.Two-arm
thermister bridge detects ''full" level when one arm is

immersed in fluid. Periodically actuated heater in lower
bridge arm simulates full-level condition and proves opera-

pility of monitor.

FAYLSAFE fluid-level detector (low water cutoff) employs
pump to periodically inject fluid sample into flow switch
(glass enclosed). Periodic checking signal immediately
detects loss of fluid or interruption of monitoring action.

Transistorized flame monitor, requiring only 3 transistors
and associated circuitry, utilizes natural failure-simulating
perturbation of flame for FAYLSAFE circuit checking. Low
circuit impedance allows unshielded noise-free cabling;
small size and low potential cost open way for fast-acting
nd reliable monitoring of domestic heating installations

COMPANY Melroce Macee Il &lt;

J 1Ultimate Reliability FAYLSAFE Design Now Available
to Progressive Manufacturers of Control Systems and ComponentsJL]

FAYLSAFE Licensing

The principles of FAYLSAFE design
are so basic and so widely applicable

that essentially all physical systems
can be made more reliable by the use

of such design. Certainly all physical
systems which are entrusted to protect

human life or to guard physical property
shouldbe re-examined inthe light of new

'maximum-safety' FAYLSAFE design.

Since the adoption of FAYLSAFE
design is so much in the public interest
and since no single manufacturer can

begin to apply the technique in all pos-
sible fields, a policy of non-exclusive

patent licensing has been established by
Scully Signal Company. Royalties are
adjustedtothe size of the markets which

arelicensed, andare sufficiently mod-
est to encourage entry into the now

untapped markets for truly fail-safe
controls. To

As FAYLSAFE equipment is made
available, safety standards and codes
are being re-examined and upgraded
to hasten the adoption of ultimate-

reliability physical equipment. Inareas
of critical use, it can be expected that

Scully FAYLSAFE equipment (or its
equivalent, if available) will be made
mandatory, or subject to preferential
rating by insurance underwriters

Prominent manufacturing firms
have already begun to utilize the tech-
niques of FAYLSAFE equipment design.
Adjacent photos show the use of FAYL-

SAFE designby Minneapolis-Honeywell
Regulator Company. A prominent AEC
laboratory has taken alicense to use the
FAYLSAFE technique to safeguard its
personnel from contamination by dan-
gerous radioactive materials.

HONEYWELL FAYLSAFE EQUIPMENT -- the
FAYLSAFE technique used in commercially
available equipment by Minneapolis-Honeywell
Regulator Company. (A) Interior of Honeywell
R4075A control'showing "maximum safety' self-
checking FAYLSAFE circuit, (B) Exterior of
R4075A Protectoglo Primary Control for elec-
tronic flame safeguard, (C) Ultra-violet flame
detector with mechanical shutter to convert

Honeywell R4075A to FAYLSAFE U-V operation.

FAYLSAFE Consulting

To hasten the enlightened adoption of
FAYLSAFE technology, the Scully Signal
Company is prepared to undertake engineering
programs to define the hazards of present con-

trol systems and to determine how FAYLSAFE
techniques canbest be used to achieve maximum
safety conditions.

Clectronics Division SCULLY SIGNAL COMPANY Melrose. Mass. U.S. A



I
INQUIRIES concerning the technical aspects of FAYLSAFE
design, the licensing oi FAYLSAFE designs for manufacture,
or the use of Scully FAYLSAFE consulting services will
réceive our immediate attention. You are also cordially

invited to visit the Scully plant in Melrose to study
FAYLSAFE systems and components in operation.

0

SCULLY SIGNAL COMPANY
74 Green Street
Melrose 76, Massachusetts, U. S. A.

NOrmandy 5-3900

he



BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES, INC.

UPTON, L.L, N.Y.

FEL. YAPHANK 4- 6262
REFER

11/4/58

Dr. Norbert Wiener
MIT
sambridge, Mass.

Dear Dr. Wiener,

I am, at present, a senior at Antioch College, majoring in physics. Two
years ago I became interested in c;bernetics through your books and since
then I have decided to major in this area in graduate school, I am writ-
ing to you because I comld use some help in this matter; Antioch ig a
small school and hbne of the professors there are able to help me much
in choosing a graduate school for this particular area,

Nith Br.Shannon and yourself at MIT I once thought that there was no uncer-
tainty about my choice of graduate schoolsj however, inspection of the cat-
3log has shown that, although courses in the various branches of cybernetics
are taught, there seems to be no attempt to integrate them into a cybernetics
curriculum, I would like to know, then, if there is anyplace where an attempt
is being made tp produce such a curriculum, I'm afraid the answer to that
vill be no, and assuming it is, I have another question, What universities
nave outstanding departments in the areas of interest to cybernetics, and
vhat men in these departments are of prime interest to me? In short, per-
naps I should simply say that I'm trying to choose a school, and I would
appreciate any suggestions or help vou could give me.

I would also like to know of any suggestions you might have of books in the
field, You see, I have yet to meet anyone really interested in the field,
and as a result I've lacked any real guidance, Before my appointment to
3rookhavem I had never seen more than three or four books on the subject.

[hanking you in advance, I =

Re
Don Stanat

Yours,

Bldg. 703
BNI,

 oa
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November 4, 1958

 3 0day €, Hi1 11% ~lhctrer | ~rhineNant Me™ ~hl ton Foulks3 oir meet omany
i 0

De-

v~nlly am not in a pesition to judge the
suzzeetions you have made me in your letter of
October 3rd. It is zn ingeneous idea but I am
not in a position to pronounce unon its merlis,
I suzgeet that you try to gst in toush with people
like Canon Lemaitre of louvaln Unlvereity in
Belgium, I regret thet I can ba of no more use
Yo vou in this matter.

SYS er
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Harvard
Medical School

We 5, 1957

Dear Professor .lener:

I was privileged to have dinner with you this evening
and to attend the discussion section vou led in the Common Room
at Vanderbilt Hall, I wanted to write at once to thank vou for
2 most enjovepnle and instructive evening,

It is a pity that the discussions on scientific method
as it applies to medicine which wou and Dr. Dosenblueth led in
the pre-war era have terminated. 1 believe that, above your mas~-
ive contribution cf the notion of “feedback, you personally
have a great contribution to nalie to people as nyself, who are
attempting to develon a rhilosophy of redical Science. Any in-
stitution which brousht you periodically to vanderbilt Hall
and thus contributed to the vosgibility of personal contact
with the students is too notentially precious to have allowed
to die.

There is an institution at Yeivard redical School, the
3oyleston C7 Dofore tTidoh shversl “ourinevear strdents each
Fear presen. ravers on topics of melical research vhich inter-
est theme, I have been workil- tha effects of Tninevhrine on
beliavior, and I expect to wer. wiring this next vear on the ef-
fects of opinephrine on Learning, If my research goes well, and
I believe it looks promising te date, I shall probably present
some of it before the sBoyleston Club next year. Perhaps if I an
zble to do s0, you would consider doing me the honor of ettend-
ing that mecting, and perhaps cormenting on any aspects of the
Jor which micht interest vou?

Once again, please accept mv sincere thanks for a won-
derful evening,

Sincere.ny yours
c ?

loi Mpa3

Richard Jay "urtnan
Vanderbilt Tall 3.4L
107 Ave, Louis Pasteur
“oston 15, lass.
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'ICTOR RIESEL November 6, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
~ambridge 39. Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Some day, somebody will do a definitive study on all that's
vierd in modern politics. Then we'll discover what happens
to newspaper men who try to cover campaigns.

You were gracious enough to tsll me over long distance
phone that I could visit with you, and then a series of
stories broke between here end the west coast, end I was
1,000 miles away. Forgive me for not telephoning or
sriting sooner. In a very laymenish, unprofessional and

i soigntiris way, let me add -- what is going to become of
ug all

Sincerely,

By

Tietor Riest.

VR:dp
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November 7, 1958

Dr, Norbert Wiener
Jepartment of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Jear Dr. Wiener:

PERSPECTIVES would be very pleased if you would be
7illing to write a review of the book recently published by
he Pergamon Press Symposium on Information Theory in Biology.
[t was edited by Hubert P. Yockey, Robert L. Platzman, and
Jenry Quastler.

~n

Wwe will hold the copy of the book until we hear from

Sincerely vours,

oT Wiangin4lr

Nponsor
DivisioN oF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Jniversity of Chicago

121 in] © 5







November 10, 1958

Se. 2. Chern
Department of Mathematics
The University of Chicago
Chicamo 37, Illinois

De=r Chern:

have taken the enclosed paper to seversgl
of mv golleagues and they all agree wlth me. There
lsn'y much to be sald about either the physics or
the engineering or the msthematics of imedances that
hag not been known for a quarter of a century. The
paper may be alright for expository purposes but there
its merit ceases, Of course, I am not the man to say
yes or no aa to what is done with the paper, but you
will not be far wrong in supposing that if I were
asked sbout tt, I wo?» ~ - ~~

®

a

Cours,

“ner

mm

 YT ~aure



November 10, 1968

Mr, Don S¥anzt
Building 703
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Jpton. I..T,, New York

Dar *" Stanat?

it 1% 1s quite true that we have not
argent” spent fin gourse on cybernetics as
such, we ~rry actively carrying on invegtie
ratione . =" -=n~*ic nature here both in
engineering and *r phyrlology. I gave last term
to some graduate Ctudents in electrical engineering
vith the ssslietence of Dr.'s Lee and Bose, a course
on randem funetions and nonlinear problems, This
#111 appesr ~ ~ book within something like four
weeks, TX rr  "~ninz to continu2 work in this
field an” o¥~ on some grzduazte students.
 will 7 Amt ie course next term with the
amphagl wf ~tiral mechanics of gases and
nlesmac . © ome here 1 should be glad to
ive you Cotten apd $y refer you to ny
elicaer CT work vhernetic character
Corelet - TosugsT ~~ you contact
Dorr Demon by RL An 7 TY nartment of
Pr re net fey Tomes ~ “ar further

ae of vior it 1s much more
hey a%Cld aa » going concern at

Ahey than to adapt the courses to a
wr program, which wav soon be left behind
gorelming PioFa
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TECHNOLOGY COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION
OFFICERS =

ZSACHUS,
LYNN R. SYKES &lt;) NOP WILLIAM B. WEITZEL

PRESIDENT * An WN 4 VICE-PRESIDENT-SOCIAL SERVICES
Ye i 2X

HARTLEY HOSKINS PN ; DAVID L.. CAMENGA

GENERAL VICE-PRESIDENT-SERVICES =\ f= ol J J. SECRETARY
\ |= :HAYWARD R. ALKER, JR. SLL CRAIG D. SAWYER

YICE-PRESIDENT-RELIGIOUS ACTION TE or recs TREASURER

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

KIRKLAND 7-7416

November 13, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
2-276

Dear Professor Wiener:

Your presentation last night was both clear and
forceful; the audience was given much to evaluate.
[ am very thankful that you have fulfilled so well
the function of the Skeptics! Seminar.

Sincerely,

Hequand R. Quer, fr.
Hayward R. Alker, Jr.

ARAjrsct



The Technology Press
(fax(iy

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

November 14, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
M. I. T. 2-276

Dear Prof~ssor Wiener:

The enclosed check for $5. 00 is your share of the
fee we charged the General Electric Company for
mimeographing 100 copies of chapter eight of
Cybernetics.

Very truly yours

Lynwood Bryant
Director

LB: cw

Enc.
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MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY EAST LANSING

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY

November 15, 1958

Dear Former Grantee:

We are writing to ask your help in a study of American Fulbright and
Smith-Mundt award holders. This survey has been undertaken by Michigan
State University at the request of the United States Department of State
and 1s designed to provide information concerning professional and per-
sonal consequences of the awards. The items included in the enclosed
questionnaire are based primarily on interviews which were held last
vear with 200 former grantees in nine states.

In addition to the questionnaire, you will find enclosed a sheet ask-
ing for a list of publications, theses, works of art, lectures, concerts,
and other accomplishments growing out of your overseas experience. This
information will be compiled and issued as a separate report. Because the
inventory of grantees' achievements is considered one of the most important
aspects of the survey, we will appreciate your giving as complete information
as possible on the enclosed data sheet.

Your answers on the questionnaire will be confidential. No individual
will be identified (except in the report of the Bibliography and List of
Accomplishments). Please do, however » but your name on the return envelope
so that we will know you have responded. This will prevent your being
bothered if there should be a follow-up mailing.

We want to thank you for your cooperation. Every effort will be made
to ensure that the results of the study will contribute positively to the
program of international educational exchange.

Sincerely yours,

Gt wr tli.
-

John T. Gullshorn
Project Director

Enclosures

JTG: Dj
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Beglaubigte Abschzrift

Herr Lothar Z a.c h e (Liibeck-Eichholz,Steinlager II1/4)

hat Ostern 1952 an der Volkshochschule seine mittlere Rei=

fepriifung bestanden. In Mathematik erhielt er das Zeugnis:

sehr gut.
Ich fiihrte damals den Vorbereitungskursus zu dieser TFriifung
in Mathematik durch und kann Herrn Zache pescheinigen,das

sein Wissen in Mathematik weit liber den eines Priiflings fur

mittlere Reife hinausgeht,jasogar,daBsein mathematisches
Konnen (vor allem sein geometrisches Vorstellungsverm&amp;gen)
noch weit das eines durchschnittlichen Abiturienten liber=

ragt.

L4ibeck ,den 9.10.1954.

gez. Dr. Erich Horan,

Dozent an der Volkshochschule

in Liibeck.

Die Ubereinstimmenn ~=rt-h-nder Abschrift
mit der Ursciiri wg pegiiui beglaubigts
Libeck. den 20, Okt. 135%

)
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RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS - THE MODERN LIBRARY + LANDMARK BOOKS

LEGACY BOOKS + ALLABOUT BOOKS : THE AMERICAN COLLEGE DICTIONARY

November 18, 1958

Mr. Norbert Weiner
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Norbert:

My colleagues agree that we should go ahead with the
aovel.

I will be in Boston during the first part of the week
of December 1st and if you tell me when, we might get

together to discuss a contract and revisions, I will
make my plans accordingly.

Nith best wishes.

Yours as ever,

 po
1

a “A

Jaron Epstein
JE/id
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Organizing Committee for the

Swiss Educational Tour

for Automation

and Operations Research

Professor Norbert Wiener
Derartment of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.
TSA

to the U.S. A.

ander the auspices of the »Society of Swiss Friends of the U.S.A. (SFUSA)« Zurich and in co-operation with the »Institute for Auto-
mation and Operations Research« at the University of Fribourg (Switzerland) [J Mailing address: c/o The American Express Co. Inc.,
Bahnhofstr. 20, Zurich 1, Tel. (051) 23 57 20.

dasle, November 19, 1958

Dear Professor Wiener:

hank you for your very kind letter o. October 10, 1958 of which we have
Laken knowledge.

Ne are pleased to hear that you are willing to receive our group when same
is in your city. Our group will be in Boston on April 9 and April 10, 1959
and stay at the Hotel Statler.

We would suggest the morning of Friday, April 10, 1959 for the visit to
MelaTe, and we kindly ask you to let us know if this date is suitable to
yous Otherwise, please advise us of an alternative. We shall send you
a list of the members as soon as the bookings have been completed.

Thanking rl again wa remain.

Ve. "1ly yours,

« B

EnnsT Bil eter



ROGER HARRIS
162 GROVE ST., RUTLAND, VERMONT

November 19, 1958

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Belmont, Massachusetts

My dear Dr. Wiener:

I should like to compile a collection of autographs
of prominent persons.

I hope you do not mind my imposing upon you and
will permit me to include you in such a collection
2s I sincerely believe that you, through your
inspiring efforts and outstanding contributions,
have played an important role in enriching the
lives of many people.

If you would be so kind as to autograph the
enclosed card, I shall be very grateful. A
stamped, return envelope is included for your
convenience.

Of course, if you have a photo available that
you could autograph, it wuld please me immensely.

I would be greatly interested in knowing, Dr. Wiener,
what you consider your greatest satisfaction during
your illustrious career.

With cordial best wishes, Sir. for much happiness
and good health,

Respectfully yours,

"
| 5

’

Cy 7a |4
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DEPARTMENT OF AKRONAUTICAL BENGINKKRING

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSUHETT

November 21, 19H0

Professor Norbert Wlener
oom 2-270

Doar I'rofecoosor Wlener:

On Monday, December 6, Slr Geoffrey Taylor wlll be
mere to plve a gcemlnar on the formatlon and dlglntepratlon of
“hiln cheets od Lluld, a notlce of whlch will be cent vou.

Ii Dr. Tungaker's behall, I wrlte to Invite you to
1 luncheon that date wlth Str Crofllrey and come of our
zollenoncy to be held at the Iaculty Club, dining room threo,
ElVER . We hope you wlll be able to come.

chuly,

Walter McKay
Aosoclate Profecoorol
ANeronautlcecal npglnecerlige

Well: be

 a&lt;/,
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~nnr Feaojigldn
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~13ghted at the . -rea, 1 could
not + “ar + highe™ hemor ~~ l3ar~ Random
House ~~ mv book nor "rou » gratification
then &lt;0 h= 44 done throv-ia yr " ghall be at
Tech “~bh~ *- ~~ = December lst . shall return

Prom . © .%¥ ith my daughter in Chicago on the
12% a rom then on I should be completely at
your disnosal, I have a class S:00-10:00 on
donday, Wedneedsy ani Friday, but any other time
vou wish to fix would be sultable, I promlee to
mt my bot work into seelng the manuscript into
nly rn

rours,

Wiener
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rove] hes been taken by Random House and
“a rill tr wn soon to talk over the final spit

vi nolishs I want to expres~ rv gratitude for
~~1 interenat in the moterisl.

Stem rrly yours,

“phy  Wiener
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Mathematics Department
The Institute ofScience
Bombay 1, India

November 2. 1958

Professor Norbert Wieneor
Department of Mathematics
M, I. T.,
Cambridge 39, Mass.
U. S. A

Dear Professor Jiener ®
a

Herewith a copy of a joint naper on the work we
id on 2 x 2 matrix factorization in the case where the
determinant vanishes, I have stated the fuctorizability
condition in the most general form and included the
necessary lemmas on beschranktartige functions, I hope
you will ‘hgve time to go throuzh the manuscript and
offer suggestions, I would especially like you to notice
Section 5 wherein I have commented on the (rather clumsy)
symbolism for multiple processes. introduced in a recent
paper by a Russian. named Rosanov, I have put this
section last so that it may be left out if you do not like it

Tn eo Lime.

paper ~

Russie
[L032 0W
rathe

8

however, I am going ahead with the
 get the summary translated inte
.= to the Russian Journal of Probability
vien I saw you last, unless you would

I zot back about two weeks ggo after interesting
visits to Cambridge and Faris. TI liked both places =
immensely. I passed tirough Rome, but unfortunately
nad only 2 days there, In Paris, I met Professors Kampe de
Fériet and Paul Levy. They send you their greetings. ill
told, I had a most profitable year abroad, esrecially from
the mathematical standr»oint.

My sincere thanks to you and
Departments of M. I. T. end Herr rd
nossible.

to the Mathemetics
for making all this

ATter this paver, no joint work from.last year's
collaboration remaing, However I an zoing to follow up the
paner by another one*%unich I will characterise the generat-
ing function of bivariate processes in terms of the optimal
factorisation of beschrinktartige function. I have already
sent to Trofessor Grenander a third parer in waich I have
given an example to show that the Wold deccmposition inthe time domain and the splitting oo Vie atoms into absolute-
ly continuous and non-absolutely continuous parts need not
correspond, This paper also contains the conditions for
the removal of this pathology, I an also hoping to take
another crack at the o x gq fenerate case. AS soon as



some 0f tis work is completed I will turn to the non-
linear case.

I trust your own work is progressing to your
satisfiction and that your book is out, Do please send
me a copy if you can spare cne, I do hope that there will
be more opportunities for collaboration in the future,
It is rather difficult to work here single-handed. I am
therefore hoping that you were quite serious when you said
that you would like to come to India zg:in or that we migh
neet in Zurope., Yo red tape will come in the way of my -
joining you between March 15 and June 15 — our vacation
period, If it is to be in Lurope, I will need some finan-
cial help as we are not allowed any foreign exchznze; but
if it is to be in India, there will be no problem, The
idea of working on some Himalayan hill-station sszems very
attractive, I am awefully sorry that I have neither the
position nor the power to extend to you a» invitation from
this Institute or any other.

Do please 1rt me know your Hlans,

Jie vory kiad rezards,

Sincerely yours

A Lt

Asani

2
_. Tsa
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"ener thanks you for your invitation
+ ost hoppy to Join you for luncheon on

r=armber 8, at the Fooulty Club.

Sineerely,

Mergaret M, Kruger (Mrs,)
Secretary to
"nofeasor Wiener

bit
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RANDOM HOUSE inc
7 MADISON AVENUF NTrFsyg vN™ TEIFPHONF Plaza 1: 2600

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS - THE MODERN LIBRARY - LANDMARK BOOKS

LEGACY BOOKS + ALLABOUT BOOKS : THE AMERICAN COLLEGE DICTIONARY

November 25, 1958

Prof. Norbert Wiener
Dept. of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge 39, Mass.

Dear Norbert:

I wonder if we can meet at M.I.T. on the afternoon of
Hednesday, December 3rd. I can be there at about
3 o'clock if it is all right with you. At that time
we can discuss the contract, etc.

Yours as ever,
 ga

 (Iv—
Jason Epstein

JE/id



G1 N N AN D COM PA NY EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS

Statler Building, Boston 17, Massachusetts - Address: Back Bay P.O. 191

Directors

LEE H. GRIFFIN
Chairman

HOMER C. LUCAS
President

WALLACE S. GIRLING

JAMES C. AMBLER
J. HUGH WATSON

Vice Presidents

EDWARD IL. MORSS
Treasurer

JAMES B. PALMER
Secretary

HENRY M. HALVORSON

LYNN H. SMITH

BEN K. WHEELER

November 25, 1958.

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

One of our informal advisors in the field of
nathematics has informed us that you are writing a text in non-linear
analysis of stocastic processes, and that the manuscript is nearing
zompletion.

I hope it is not too late to express the formal interest
of Ginn end Company in this project. I realise that you have been
considering other publishers and in particular John Wiley during recent
nonths. In fact, I remember very well meeting you when I worked for
iiley some years ago, and this mekes me all the more interested in
getting in touch with you again.

We would be only too delighted to examine your manuscript
as soon a8 it is available. We would arrange to have it carefully
reviewed and would make such reviews available to you, in the hope
that they would be helpful to you.

Let us hear from you at your convenience,

Yours very truly,

*

£4 A Strona
"

Henry B. Stanton, Head
College Department.

#
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November 25, 1858

Wright-Patterson Fleld
Peyton, Ohlo

gentlemen:

Thie 1a tn oon""
There ;  ~or

book on [7
publisher
and John
tn Spleen:

A  op ew of November 17.
Aut to appear - my

“oom Theory will be@ echnology Press
© gubidt my article

“naloze,

 rn to coming t the ~~ -tira . suszgest that
w~rigtent Ppofesaor Am- Tac” the Eleetrical
Engineering Department ‘ern my place, If my belng
there ie zbsolutely indispenssble, then I suggest
that Bose and I both go, that I attend the conference
briefly and keep in touch with Boge, so as to have
my ideas available to all of you. I am at present
not in the best of health and at no time have I been
able to teke a conference lasting many hours without
sxcessive fatigue. I am quite certaln that Professor
3ose can represent my ideas and even more certain
that 4f Bose and I are there together and we keep in
touch, I can assure that my ideas will be made avall-
sble to you in a better form than I could possibly
give to them myr-lf
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ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE
DE L'AERONAUTIQUE

32 boulevard Victor
PARIS (15) - FRANCE

Paris, le 28 Novembre 1958

Prof. N. WIENER
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
CAMBRIDGE (Mass.)

=U 8 Am

cher Prof. Wiener,

Je me permets de vous envoyer 3 notes dans

lesquelles j'ai cité votre nom, en me référant a

vos travaux de "generalized harmonic analysis".

La troisiéme surtout est en rapport direct avec

vos résultats sur les fonctions d'auto-corrélations

de fonetion prenant les valeurs 1 ou ~1.

Je vous prie de croire a mes sentiments

jévoués.

 ¥ BASS

Professeur a 1l'Ecole Nationale
Supérieure de 1'Aéronautique



TATA INSTITUTE OF FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH

National Centre of the Government of India for Nuclear Science and Mathematics

Telegrams: ZETESIS APOLLO PIER ROAD, BOMBAY 1 Telephone: 255521

Ref: TFR:KC: HL fed Tovember 1958

Dear Professor Wiener,

I have pleasure in sending you by separate post a compli-

ment2rv conv of TAUBERIAN THEOREMS by H. R. Pitt which is the second

title in a series of monographs financed, edited and printed by this

Institute, and published for the Institute by the Oxford University

°ress

Yours truly,

VF»

iN" ’ AAA tetcen

Professor K. Chandrasekharan

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.
J. §. A.

fobs
~
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